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Request for Proposal
Blue Box Litter/Moisture Audit & Collection Time-and Motion Assessment
Introduction
The province of Ontario in the 2019 discussion paper “Reducing Litter and Waste in our Communities”,
identified that a top area for action was to “prevent and reduce litter in our neighbourhoods and parks”.
Municipalities with open top blue boxes routinely receive complaints from residents regarding litter
associated with recycling services.
Research completed in July 2016 in Portland Maine estimated that 2.25 tonnes of recyclable materials
per 1,000 households “leaked” from their open box single stream system in the form of curbside litter
each year. As far as the CIF is aware, no equivalent studies have been completed in Ontario. Most of the
litter studies across North America have focussed on “litter” in general with no emphasis on the
composition and total generation of blue box materials.
With this matter in mind, the CIF is requesting proposals from qualified consultants to complete three
monitoring and measuring audits as outlined below:
1. A comprehensive audit on blue box litter generation;
2. A moisture audit of recyclables; and
3. A time and motion audit of recycling collection.
The proposed methodology for each audit is outlined in the Appendix A.
The CIF will be working with the Region of Durham on this project. The Region’s responsibilities will be
to assist in the development of all audit methodologies (including final sample area selection), provide
residents with blue box lids, liaison approved consultant(s) with collection contractors, provide a
location for sorting and storing litter, and contribute feedback on final reports. The CIF is the lead
contact for the approved consultant and will be responsible for final approval on all three audit
activities. CIF will also be responsible for an economic evaluation of litter collection and residential
survey managed under a separate RFP process.
Located 70 km northeast of Toronto, Durham Region is a 2-tier governed system made up of 8 lower-tier
municipalities (Cities of Pickering and Oshawa, Towns of Ajax and Whitby, the Regional Municipality of
Clarington, and Townships of Uxbridge, Scugog and Brock). The Region encompasses an area of
approximately 2,532 square kilometers and is home to approximately 673,500 residents.
In 2019, Durham introduced a recently patented crumb-rubber blue box lid as part of an overall litter
mitigation study aimed to reduce litter. Thus far, just under 800 households have been provided with
lids. The next phase of this project is to complete a detailed monitoring and measurement program to
determine the impact of lids on litter generation (kg/km and kg/household), recycling collection times
(sec/stop), and moisture content of materials (per cent difference between open and lidded boxes).
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1.1 Sample Areas
A total of 1,000 households will be involved in this next phase of research:
-

500 households with 2 new lids (lids to be distributed in late October/November 2020)
100 households with 1 new lid (lids to be distributed in late October/November 2020)
400 households previously provided 1 lid

Given its geographic location, Durham services a variety of housing types including urban, suburban,
rural, waterfront, and seasonal as well as newer developments to older established residential areas.
This project aims to study the effectiveness of this litter abatement tool in a municipality that is
representative of much of the province’s housing stock and, the implications on both collection and
processing. A separate RFP will undertake an economic study of litter collection by the lower-tier
municipal operations as well as a comprehensive residential survey pre and post lid implementation.
The following table is provided for RFP budgetary purposes and includes the initial proposed sample
locations. Consultants should be aware that these areas may be adjusted or amended, the table should
be used a general guideline only.
Table 1: Proposed Housing Types and Sample Area Locations
Area
#

Lid Option

1

New – 1
Lid
New – 1
Lid
New – 2
lids
New – 2
Lids
Old Lid

2
3
4
5
6

New – 2
Lids

7

New – 2
Lids
Old Lid
Area
Lid
Provided*
Old Lid
Area

8
9
10

*

Housing Type
Rural – Single Detached
(Country/Lake)
Rural – Agricultural
Suburban – Single
Detached – Pre 1960s
Suburban – Single
Detached – 1961-2000
Suburban – Single
Detached – 2001+
Urban – Single
Detached – Pre 1960s

Description

Municipality
(nearest
Town)
Scugog (Port
Perry)
Clarington

Collection
Day

Units

Friday

50

Friday

54

Oshawa

Tuesday

125

Oshawa

Friday

125

“

Ajax

Tuesday

200

High density, within a
CMA

Thursday

105

Wednesday

125

Low density, outside
CMAs
Low density, outside
CMAs, Agricultural
Medium density, within
CMA
“

Urban – Single
Detached – 1961-2000
Urban – Single
Detached – 2001+
Urban – Condo

“

Ajax
(Pickering
Village)
Pickering

“

Whitby

Wednesday

97

“

Ajax

Friday

63

Row Houses/MultiResidential Dwellings –
Urban or Suburban

Row of houses joined
by common sidewalk
and/or a continuous
grouping on multilevels

Whitby

Wednesday

56

Lid was provided but not a part of the previous pilot program (no P&E or surveying etc.)
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Project Timing:
The following schedule is planned for the three audits.
Table 2: Project Timeline
Milestone
You are Here

RFP – Litter and Moisture Audits
RFP – Consultant Evaluation and Award
Litter and Moisture Audit Methodology Finalized
Pre-Lid Litter Auditing and Time-and-Motion Assessment

Proposed Date
July 2020
Mid-August 2020
August 2020
End of September 2020

Public Lid Launch

Late-October / November 2020

Moisture Audits

Oct 2020 / March 2021

Post-Lid Litter Auditing and Time-and-Motion Assessment
Final Reporting

March 2021
May 2021

Scope of Work
The anticipated tasks for this work are expected to include, but are not limited to:
1. Review and adjust proposed methodologies. Seek CIF approval on the planned approach and
scheduling and obtain confirmation from Durham to ensure no conflicts exist.
2. Plan and attend meetings with CIF/Durham to discuss key timelines, audit activities, and resolve
any issues.
3. Hire staff and infrastructure to collect and monitor sample areas and/or collection trucks
4. Provide all raw data including electronic, on paper and/or excel
5. Provide a final report for each of the three audits with observations and photographs/videos
6. Provide a summary report outlining key findings from all three audits

Proposal Format
Interested consultants are requested to provide a brief proposal outlining comprehension of the three
activities associated with this portion of the project and confirming awareness of the timeline of each
audit. Proposals should also include:
•

•
•

Detailed staffing considerations with short bios of the key staff who will undertake planning and
execution of the project highlighting their qualifications and providing three similar experiences
and references related to this work (with CV’s attached to the proposal);
Review of methodology and suggested improvements or alternative recommendation† based on
understanding of project outcomes; and
The cost, staffing needs, meeting plan, and equipment requirements for each audit (with budget
specifics) and the total cost to undertake all three audits.

†

All consultants must provide costing for the proposed methodology. In addition, consultants that wish to
recommend alternative methodologies should provide costing for the alternative methodology for consideration
by CIF. CIF reserves the right to select either or none.
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The proposals will be evaluated based on the following:
•
•
•

Qualifications and experience of proposed staff: 40 points
Methodology Review: 25 points
Price: 35 points

The proposal inquiry period will be from Thursday July 16 until Wednesday July 29, 2020. Final proposals
are to be submitted via e-mail to Laurie Westaway, at lwestaway@thecif.ca. Submissions are due on
Wednesday, August 12, 2020 at 12:00 p.m. ET
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Appendix A – Proposed Methodology/Timeline
Audit

Activity
Week 1

2

3

4

5

Litter Audit
(1,000 HH/wk)

Clean

Pick-Up, Sort
and Weigh

Pick-Up, Sort
and Weigh

Pick-Up, Sort
and Weigh

Pick-Up, Sort
and Weigh

Sample Area
Set-outs
(included with
Litter Audit
above)

All Data

All Data

All Data

All Data

All Data

Collect and
Weight 200
HH/week –
then STORE
Materials

Weigh 200 HH
from previous
week

Collect and
Weigh 200
HH/week –
then STORE
Materials

Weigh 200 HH
from previous
week

Timing Data

Timing Data

Moisture

Collection
Time-andMotion (1,000
HH/wk)

Timing Data

A.1 Blue Box Litter Audit
The Blue Box litter audit will include the collection of all litter from 1,000 households in 6 municipalities
(Scugog, Oshawa, Pickering, Whitby, Clarington and Ajax – see Table 1) and 10 locations over 4
collection days (Tuesday-Friday), for 5 weeks in the fall (starting end of September) and again 5 weeks in
the spring (March). The purpose of the first week of each audit period is to “clean or clear” the sample
areas. The remaining 4 weeks are to collect and measure the litter generated from each specific
sampling location.
There are two parts to the litter audit: Prior to collection and after collection.
Prior to collection data requirements
In order to collect accurate data, researchers will need to visit the sample areas ahead of the collection
trucks. (The Region requires residents to set out garbage and recycling by 7:00 am on the collection day
and previous research suggested that between 20-46 per cent of resident’s place materials out the night
before).
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For each collection day (once per week for each sample area - 10 weeks total), the following details will
be required for each sample area:
-

Date of collection
Wind and weather conditions (wind velocity, temperature, and weather notes from last 12
hours)
Names of data collectors
Start time of data collection and end time for data collection
Address of household with/without recycling containers
Visual assessment details for every recycling container.
o Number of containers (box and/or bag), stream of recyclables (paper, containers, or
mixed), presence of lids/no lid, note the size or type of container, the volume (fullness
of boxes/bags) of recyclable materials as to the degree to which they overflow or
materials have been placed adjacent to the set-out (where the volume of recyclable
materials exceeded the capacity of the container, volumes are to be reported as a
percentage of the capacity of the container).
o Option: please provide pricing separately to collect additional information on household
garbage and organics set outs.

After collection data requirements
After the “cleaning” week of each area for each season (fall/spring), litter collection for four weeks (4)
will occur. After recyclables have been collected by the contractor, litter within 20 feet/6 metres of the
sidewalk (or set-out location) of each container shall be collected (10ft/3m into the street and 10ft/3m
toward the dwelling). All litter equal to or larger than 1 in2 /2.5 cm2 and attributable to a recycling
container shall be collected. Litter not likely to have been in the recycling bin (such as bagged pet waste,
cigarette butts, weatherworn litter, food waste, and broken bottles) should be collected and categorized
as “other waste – suspected non-blue box” subcategory. Other spaces, outside of 20 ft/6 m setting but
located within the sample areas with obvious litter accumulation should be noted and photographed.
For each collection area the following general information is required:
-

Date of litter collection
Area of litter collection
Wind and weather conditions (wind velocity, temperature, and weather notes from previous 12
hours)
Names of litter collectors
Start time of litter collection and end time for litter collection
Any spaces with accumulated litter outside of “sampling” parameters.

Following collection (4 weeks per season), all litter from each sample area shall be labelled separately
(by area) and taken to a sort location and segregated and characterized by size, weight (kg), and
material type. The litter is to be sorted into the following categories and subcategories:
–
–
–
–
–

Mixed Paper
(magazine/office)
Newspaper
Boxboard
Cardboard
Paper Beverage cups

–
–
–
–

Unrecyclable Paper
Packaging (wrappers,
etc.)
Plastic #1 - PETE
Plastic #2 – HDPE
Mixed Plastic, #3–#7
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Lids
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Aluminum/Steel
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–
–

Other metal
Glass

–

Other waste (blue
box)

–

Other waste
(suspected non-blue
box)

Within each category, litter is to be counted, weighed (by verified calibrated scale), and sorted by size:
small (1–3 in./2.5-7.5cm), medium (3–6 in./7.5-15cm), and large (6+ in./15+cm).
Final Report
Based on the data collected pre and post collection, the final report shall summarize:
a. Litter collection date/sample area with weather highlights
b. Total staff time associated with litter collection (per sample area per km)
c. Total generation rate kg/hh/wk and composition of litter per sample area (based
primarily on housing type)

A.2 Moisture Auditing
During the second and fourth week of each litter audit (Oct and March), a team should be dispatched
efficiently (concurrently with other activities to maximize staff resources), ahead of the collection
operator in order to collect, move to the sort location and weigh 200 households of materials. Keeping
the streams separated (fibres and containers), auditors will collect and ultimately weigh 100 households
of open boxed recycling and 100 households of lidded boxed recycling per season. This will be called the
“wet weight”. After the initial weighing, materials will be set aside for 7 days and weighed again. This
will be called the “dry weight”.
The following calculation for moisture content will be completed for each pile i.e.: “lidded” materials
and “unlidded” materials.
Moisture content (%) = W1 – W2 X 100
W2
where, W1 = total wet weight; and W2 = total dry weight
Based on the data collected for the moisture audit, the final report shall summarize:
1. Total staff time by activity associated with moisture audit per week (including dates)
2. Sample size (i.e. standardized numbers of blue boxes/households’ weights) and average
moisture content of:
a. Open fibre blue boxes
b. Open container blue boxes
c. Lidded fibre blue boxes
d. Lidded container blue boxes
e. Comparison and estimate of average percentage moisture difference between open
versus lidded blue boxes
f. Other observations, photographs, and videos
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A.3 Time-and-Motion Collection Truck
A team should be dispatched efficiently (concurrently with other activities to maximize staff resources),
meeting the collection operator(s) at the sampling area on their predetermined route. The time-andmotion assessment should be completed for a total of six weeks (first, third, and fourth week of each
litter audit collection time). The team should follow in a separate vehicle, recording pertinent data. The
data collected from the litter audit should be cross-examined for quality assurance purposes. Collection
operators will be instructed to collect all materials, bagged/boxed/and box with lid and provide
enforcement of materials as/if needed.
Data Recording
The following data will be recorded:
- Number of containers (bag, box, box with lid) by street address
- Time spent by collection operators when handling recycling
- Any time spent by collection operators completing recycling enforcement policies (tagging etc.)
- Noted “litter” issues generated during collection (blown from truck, dropped during collection
etc.)
Time spent driving between stops, adjusting truck doors will be disregarded and not recorded. Only
“hands on time” will be recorded, that is time spent with recycling material or recycling container being
touched by the collection operator.
For the recyclable material in box, the time recorded starts when the hand touches the first container
and ends with the last recycling bin returning to the curb. Similarly, for any bags, this would be from the
moment the first bag is touched until the last bag has left the operators hand into the body of the truck.
This is to be repeated for every stop until the sample area is complete.
To record time, it is suggested that a software application “Timestudy Stopwatch”, or equivalent, shall
be utilized allowing for timestamps to be recorded, saved, and uploaded while in the field. The software
application will allow for “laps” and outputs in several industry standard time forms exportable in .csv
format. For the purpose of this assessment, auditors can use Decimal Minutes as the unit of time
measurement due to its ease in comparing and analyzing. Decimal Minutes are a represented by one
minute divided by 100. Table 1 provides an example of a field log sheet:
During the observed collection, a clipboard with field log sheets (Table 1) should be utilized to mark
details about the sample area and specific homes. On each log sheet it shall be noted: the date, the
sample area, and whether the box has a lid or not. For each home passed on the route note: the address
and count of each material container type. While concurrently recording time and setout counts, staff
will communicate to ensure times and setouts are properly linked. The timestamp number would be
recorded in the “comment” column of the log sheet every several stops. For further redundancy, a
GoPro camera should be mounted to allow for an extra angle and a source in the event of lost data.
Table 1: Field Log Sheet
Sample Area:
Date:
#

Address

Bags

Boxes
____No Lids

Data Collectors:

Start Time:

Bundled / Loose

Enforcement

End Time:
Time

____Lids
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Based on the data collected for the time-and-motion assessment, the final report shall summarize:
a. Total staff time associated with data collection (per sample area)
b. Average time (seconds) per housing sample area
a. To collect recycling open boxes
b. To collect recycling lidded boxes
c. To enforce recycling
d. Other observations, photographs, and videos
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